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Juries have proved better fitted to decide ' Yes' or ' No'
than ' More J or c Less.' They are apt to get lost in technical
detail which is foreign to them. And the pro and the contra
of any question of policy would probably find them almost
evenly divided.
Justices of the peace tend to inherit and perpetuate even
stronger social and political prejudices. In questions of main-
tenance and affiliation, the male defaulter has tended to get
better justice than his woman or child creditor. Defendants'
means have been assessed by rough and ready standards
according to the class- to which they are presumed to belong,
instead of their particular circumstances being specially inves-
tigated. Magistrates' frequent failure to deal reasonably with
child neglect has necessitated the formation of a special panel
for juvenile courts. Although usually well-advised in law, they
are generally ill-advised on policy. The latitude allowed them
by law has often left room for the entry of extraneous con-
siderations of policy. And even when their opinions on policy
have some local justification, the comparatively small area
covered by each of their courts has hardly been conducive
to their realizing what policy or what attitude is in the best
interest of the nation or the region as a whole. Such social
jurisdiction as the justices still wield, especially in much that
concerns family life, is a survival from the day when aU
county administration was in their hands. But as local elective
bodies have had administrative functions, both new and old,
thrust upon them, they have often had to initiate proceedings
in the courts—in 1848, even boards of guardians were encour-
aged to equate themselves to a grand jury, as a more modern
method of indicting breaches of the nuisance laws—and if
the proceedings they initiate are to be judged with sympathy
and understanding, it is almost inevitable for them to desire
and prefer some more expert, more specialized and more con-
sistent tribunal. The county magistracy has therefore tended
to be left on one side, rather than superseded.
The county-court judges of 1846 were made responsible for
settling debts arising out of the workmen's compensation and

